
Civic Centre, Windmill Street, Gravesend Kent DA12 1AU

Performance/Administration 
Cabinet Committee

Members of the Performance/Administration Cabinet Committee of Gravesham Borough 
Council are summoned to attend a meeting to be held at the  on Monday, 17 September 2018 at 
7.30 pm when the business specified in the following agenda is proposed to be transacted.

S Walsh
Service Manager (Communities)

Agenda

Part A
Items likely to be considered in Public

1. Apologies 

2. Minutes (Pages 3 - 8)

3. Declarations of Interest 

4. To consider whether any items in Part A of the agenda should be 
considered in private or those (if any) in Part B in public. 

5. Annual review of the Audit & Counter Fraud Shared Service (Pages 9 - 18)

To provide Members of the Performance & Administration Committee 
with a copy of the annual review that has been conducted in respect of 
the Audit & Counter Fraud shared service with Medway Council. 

6. Corporate Performance Update – Quarter One 2018-19 (Pages 19 - 30)

To present Members of the Performance and Administration Committee 
with an update against the Performance Management Framework, as set 
out within the council’s Corporate Plan 2015-19, for Quarter One 2018-19 
(April to June 2018). 



7. Any other business which by reason of special circumstances the Chair is 
of the opinion should be considered as a matter of urgency. 

8. Exclusion 
To move, if required, that pursuant to Section 100A (4) of the Local 
Government Act 1972 that the public be excluded from any items 
included in Part B of the agenda because it is likely in view of the nature 
of business to be transacted that if members of the public are present 
during those items, there would be disclosure to them of exempt 
information as defined in Part 1 of Schedule 12A of the Act.
 

Part B 

Items likely to be considered in Private

Members

Cllr Derek Shelbrooke (Chair)
Cllr John Knight (Vice-Chair)

Councillors: Conrad Broadley
Brian Francis
Rob Halpin
Gary Harding
Jordan Meade
Peter Scollard
Narinder Singh Thandi

Substitutes: To be notified
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Performance & Administration Committee 

Thursday, 05 July 2018                                  7:30pm    

Present:

Cllr Derek Shelbrooke (Chair)

Cllrs: Harold Craske 
Brian Francis 
Rob Halpin 
Gary Harding 
Bronwen McGarrity  
Jordan Meade 
Peter Scollard 

Ben Turner 
Glen Pritchard 
Jackie Baker 

Corporate Performance Manager 
Assistant Local Taxation Manager 
Assistant Revenues & Benefits Manager 

Ben Clarke Committee & Scrutiny Assistant 

20. Apologies 

Apologies of absence were received from Cllr Conrad Broadley and Cllr John Knight (Vice-
Chair).  

The Chair was advised that Cllr Narinder Singh Thandi was running late but unfortunately 
did not make it to the meeting. 

21. Minutes 

The Minutes of the meeting held on Tuesday, 27 March 2018 were signed by the Chair. 

22. Declarations of Interest 

No declarations of interest were made. 

23. Corporate Performance Update – Quarter Four 2017-18 

Further to minute 18 (27.03.2018) the Corporate Performance Manager presented Members 
with an update against the Performance Management Framework, as set out within the 
council’s Corporate Plan 2015-19, for Quarter Four 2017-18 covering the period January to 
March 2018. 

The Corporate Performance Manager advised the Committee that it was a standard report 
that is brought to the Committee every quarter to update them on the performance of the 
work carried out within the Portfolio. He gave a brief overview of the layout and what the 
performance measures and performance indicators were as well as what they outlined in the 
report. 
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The Portfolio has traditionally been one of the highest achieving and, as a result, has seen a 
period of increasingly challenging targets being adopted for the services involved. The 
results of Q4, many of which present year-end outturns, reflect those targets and have been 
impacted primarily by a number of external factors. 

The Chair advised that each policy commitment would be looked at giving officers a chance 
to update Members further on the work that was involved in calculating the performance 
results as well as feedback on the relevant departments. 

1. Underpin all council activity with sound governance and internal control 
measures minimising the opportunities for fraud and corruption  

Performance Measure 41: Percentage of internal audit recommendations implemented 

The Chair advised that although the percentage of recommendations implemented was the 
same as quarter three, eight more recommendations were made by the Audit team during 
the year 2017-18. Without those extra audit recommendations being implemented the overall 
percentage for quarter four would have been 87%, the same result as for quarter four in 
2016-17. The Chair stated that it should also be noted that despite the Audit & Counter 
Fraud service now being shared with Medway, 91% of their annual audit plan for the 2017-
18 year was successfully delivered.  

In addition, the Corporate Performance Manager addressed Member concerns informing 
them that at the previous Finance & Audit Committee the results of an external audit into the  
Audit Service had concluded that the team were compliant with Public Sector Internal Audit 
Standards.  

2. Quality frontline services delivered on time and to the right people

Performance Measure 11: Average time taken to process Housing Benefit/Council Tax new 
claims (days) 

The Corporate Performance Manager explained that the target of eighteen days was not hit 
but it was a very ambitious target, with the service having faced a number of external 
challenges through the year. Key staff were lost as a result of moving ahead with the shared 
service knocking the team back, that was coupled with continued high levels of work being 
received from the DWP. The recruitment process was kick-started but it was difficult to find 
experienced staff to replace the lost officers. So far two conditional offers have been given 
but they will need a large degree of training before they become fully able to deal with all 
aspects of their jobs. 

Members commended the level of work undertaken by the team but raised concerns over 
the very high target setting which they felt could prove counterintuitive to the work of the 
team. They also inquired about the extent of the detriment caused by the loss of the two key 
officers and held concerns for the future. 

The Assistant Revenues & Benefits Manager explained the following explanations to the 
questions fielded: 
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 In terms of target setting, UC was only in its Live Roll-Out stage for single claimants 
only.  In the previous year the team did extremely well which is why such a 
challenging target was set

 Universal Credit Full Service has only recently (in May 2018) been rolled out in 
Gravesham.  Full Service covers all Working Age Claimants with the exception of 
Temporary Accommodation, Supported Accommodation and families with 3 children 
or more. Meaning all OAPS and families with three or more children would still claim 
their legacy benefits instead (e.g. JSA, Housing Benefit etc)

 As a result of the increased amount of people claiming Universal Credit, housing 
benefits will slowly drop off in the future. Universal Credit is a benefit that is 
administered by the DWP rather than the Council 

 The rollout of Universal Credit Live Service actually had less impact on the team than 
losing  two key officers.. As it stands some members of the team are working 
overtime on Saturday mornings to help reduce the workload. As the new officers are 
trained they will be taught areas that the team will primarily be dealing with in the 
future; the Council Tax Reduction Scheme and the scheme for pensioners. They will 
be employed as trainees but once full training has been carried out they will progress 
to Benefit Assessors 

3. Work to maximise income collection through the robust management and 
recovery of debts owed to the council  

Performance Measure 9: Percentage of Council Tax collected 

The Assistant Local Taxation Manager gave a brief overview of the work the team had 
carried out over the year stating that the challenging target of 97% had been achieved and 
the team was constantly looking for ways to improve the efficiency of the service. He 
explained the continued pursuance of switching customers to direct debit forms of payment 
and the success of E-Billing, with over 7,000 accounts signed up already. 

Upon questioning of the company who provided a specialist service to recover Council debts 
(page 15), the Assistant Local Taxation Manager explained that a firm of solicitors were 
hired. They specialise in the later stages of bankruptcy and debt collection and work on a 
‘No Win No Fee’ basis; some of the people haven’t paid their Council Tax for years and it 
has proved very fruitful having a firm of solicitors contacting them with payments collected.  

Upon questioning of the dip in Business rates, the Assistant Local Taxation Manager 
advised that the team received the best collection rate of 99% in 2016-17 and the high target 
of 99% was set to mimic that achievement. The market is extremely volatile however and 
one account in March was found to have an error on its account cumulating in an additional 
£145,000 which could not be collected in time to be put into the quarter 4 results. If that 
account had been fully collected then the percentage would have sat at 98.6%, only 0.4% off 
the already challenging target of 99%. 

When questioned further over targets being too high, the Chair stated that the current targets 
for the year 2018-19 had just been agreed in discussions held with the Director (Corporate 
Services). It was agreed that the target of 18 days for processing new claims was too 
ambitious and has been amended to 20 days. With regard to the other targets, the collection 
rate on Council Tax was met and the other targets were very nearly achieved with only half a 
percent missed in some cases. 
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The Chair asked that it be noted that the targets set were challenging but the teams work 
over the course of the year 2017-18 was very commendable especially when compared with 
the challenges they faced. Equally, the Corporate Performance Manager informed Members 
that targets had to strike the right balance; setting a challenge for the service, but one that 
had consideration of available resources and future events known at that time. 

4. Deliver on opportunities for the sharing and selling of council services.
 
Performance Indicator 45: % of posts involved in shared service arrangements 

The Chair informed the Committee that the shared service for Environmental Health with 
Medway Council was not being progressed forward due to too many factors that would 
impede the service. 

The Corporate Performance Manager advised the following points: 

 The indicator is slow-moving as merging services between Councils is a lengthy 
process that requires a large amount of work to be carried out 

 The figure of 6% for quarter four represents two things: the first being the number of 
shared service officer posts in the authority and at the end of Q4 that number stood 
at 28. That represents an increase on the same point in 2016-17, largely due to the 
now shared Legal department. The second part of that figure is the total headcount in 
the authority which has fallen in the year, resulting in the outturn increasing to 6%.

 Recently, Cabinet gave approval to a decision to create a shared Licensing Service 
between Gravesham and Medway Council; the intention is to have the shared 
service based at Gravesham. 

5. Continuously review and adapt how we deliver our services to achieve 
financial efficiencies and improved Performance 

The Corporate Performance Manager, at the behest of the Chair, gave an update on the 
policy commitment: 

 There isn’t a major update for the commitment in Q4. For the Performance and 
Administration portfolio, the commitment reflects how the Council is progressing with 
the service review process, a key part of the council’s ‘Bridging the Gap’ strategy 
aimed at saving £2.1 million. Of the £1.46 million identified by Cabinet, £1.06 million 
has been implemented. It has now reached the point where the identified savings are 
becoming harder to implement and those remaining are likely to involve a longer term 
planning and implementation period.  

 The Q1 2018-19 report being brought to the Committee in September will have a 
much more detailed update. 

24. Any other business which by reason of special circumstances the Chair   
is of the opinion should be considered as a matter of urgency. 

The Chair outlined to the Committee several topics which relate to the Performance & 
Administration Portfolio and that are likely to see reports presented to the Committee in the 
future.  
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The Chair invited the three officers to give a brief overview of each topic listed below: 

 Universal Credit 
 General Data Protection Regulations (GDPR) 
 Citizens Access Portal 
 Property Acquisitions  

Close of meeting 

The meeting ended at 8:25pm. 
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Classification: Public
Key Decision: No

Gravesham Borough Council

Report to: Performance & Administration Committee

Date: 17 September 2018

Reporting officer: Stuart Bobby, Director (Corporate Services)

Subject: Annual review of the Audit & Counter Fraud Shared Service

Purpose and summary of report: 
To provide Members of the Performance & Administration Committee with a copy of the 
annual review that has been conducted in respect of the Audit & Counter Fraud shared 
service with Medway Council.

Recommendations:
1. None - this paper is for information purposes only

1. Introduction

1.1 Since December 2015, the council has had in place a shared service with 
Medway Council for the delivery of the Audit & Counter Fraud service.  This 
involved the transfer of all Gravesham Borough Council (GBC) staff who were 
employed within Internal Audit and Fraud at GBC to Medway Council.

1.2 The Audit and Counter Fraud team underwent a restructure in February 2016 
(which took effect from 1 March 2016), to take account of the changes to the 
delivery of fraud service brought about from the introduction of the Single Fraud 
Investigation Service (SFIS).

1.3 As such, the current Audit & Counter Fraud team have been operational in their 
current format for just over two years (at the time of the review).

2. Annual Review

2.1 As per the council’s Working in Partnership Framework (which was adopted by 
Council on 19 April 2016), the annual review of the Audit & Counter Fraud 
arrangement was undertaken in June 2018 and reported to the Gravesham 
Borough Council Management Team accordingly.
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2.2 A copy of the final review document is attached at appendix two for Member 
perusal.

3. Background Papers

3.1 Background papers pertaining to this report are as follows:

 “Proposed development of a fully shared Internal Audit and Fraud Service with 
Medway Council” – report to Cabinet – 07 September 2015

Anyone wishing to inspect background papers should, in the first place, be 
directed to Committee & Electoral Services who will make the necessary 
arrangements.
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IMPLICATIONS APPENDIX 1

     

Legal The Accounts & Audit Regulations 2011 require a relevant body to “undertake an 
adequate and effective internal audit of its accounting records and of its system of 
internal control in accordance with the proper practices in relation to internal 
control.”  Proper practice has been defined as that contained within the Public 
Sector Internal Audit Standards and the CIPFA Local Government Application Note 
to the Public Sector Internal Audit Standards.

The Local Government Act 1972 provides the Council with the ability to investigate 
and prosecute offences committed against them.

Section 151 of the Local Government Act 1972 requires the council to “make 
arrangements for the proper administration of their financial affairs”.

Finally, the shared service arrangement has vbeen estbalished with due regard to 
Section 113 of the Local Government Act 1972, which allows a local authority to 
place any of its officers, who consent to the arrangement, at the disposal of another 
local authority on such terms as may be agreed between the parties.

Finance and 
Value for 
Money 

In respect of the 2018-19 financial year, the payment to Medway Council for the 
provision of Audit and Counter Fraud services is £206,550 which is a reduction in 
the sum paid in the previous financial year (£216k in 2017-18).

Risk 
Assessment

The risks associated with this arrangement are considered to be ‘low’ at this time.  
The annual review and the annual performance reports has shown that the service 
is meeting and in some cases, exceeding its objectives.

Screening for Equality ImpactsEquality 
Impact 
Assessment Question

a. Does the decision being made or recommended through this paper have 
potential to cause adverse impact or discriminate against different groups in the 
community? If yes, please explain answer.
N/A

b. Does the decision being made or recommended through this paper make a 
positive contribution to promoting equality? If yes, please explain answer.
N/A

In submitting this report, the Chief Officer doing so is confirming that they have 
given due regard to the equality impacts of the decision being considered, as noted 
in the table above
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Corporate 
Plan

The work of the Audit & Counter Fraud team contributes to the overall internal 
control and governance arrangements of the council, therefore supporting all of the 
objectives set out within the Corpoarte Plan.

Specifically, the delivery of a shared sevrice contributes to Objective 4 - "A sound 
and self-sufficient council" through delivery of the following commitments:

- Underpin all council activity with sound governance and internal control measures
  minimising the opportunities for fraud and corruption.
- Deliver on opportunities for the sharing and selling of council services

Crime and 
Disorder

Internal Audit provides an independent and objective opinion to the organisation on 
the control environment, by evaluating its effectiveness in achieving the 
organisations’ objectives.  The work of Internal Audit combined with a sound 
internal control environment has a positive contribution to community safety in its 
broadest sense.

The counter fraud arrangements of the council acknowledge that the council can be 
exposed to fraud and are intended to, as far as possible, prevent fraud occurring 
and pursue criminal action if needed when fraud is detected.  Working with partners 
to combat crime and disorder has a positive contribution to community safety in its 
broadest sense.

Digital and 
website 
implications

There are no digital or website implications resulting from this report.

Safeguarding 
children and 
vulnerable 
adults

There are no safeguarding children and vulnerable adults implications resulting 
from this report.
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Review of the Audit & Counter Fraud 
Shared Service 
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Author(s): Stuart Bobby, Director (Corporate Performance) at Gravesham Borough 
Council and Phil Watts, Chief Financial Officer at Medway Council 

 

Date:   June 2018 
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In line with all shared service/shared working arrangements, it is necessary to undertake an annual 
review of the arrangement.  The purpose of the review is two-fold; to ensure that the shared service 
is delivering against its agreed objectives and to identify any improvements/changes that need to be 
made to ensure the successful continuation of the arrangement. 

 

The objectives identified for the Audit & Counter Fraud shared service are as follows: 

• Deliver the statutory internal audit function. 

• Deliver an effective counter fraud and investigation service. 

• Provide a Single Point of Contact (SPOC) for the Department for Works and Pensions (DWP) for 
their investigation of Housing Benefit Fraud. 

• Deliver a reduction in the cost of service delivery to mitigate the reduction in funding from the 
DWP as a result of the introduction of the Single Fraud Investigation service (SFIS). 

• Provide increased resilience and flexibility to meet the needs of both councils. 
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Review Findings 
 

How is the shared service operating? 
1. Has the shared service delivered on the objectives that are set out on page two of the review 

document? 

Yes   No   In part  

 

The internal audit service has been delivered with 91% plan completion (as at 31 March) for 
both authorities. An external Quality Assessment was completed by Gateway Assure in year 
and concluded that the service was performing in line with the Public Sector Internal Audit 
Standards (PSIAS). Benchmarking provided showed that in relation to the three categories of 
measurement, the service was performing above the average for local government. 

Investigative work undertaken has identified both cashable and non-cashable savings for both 
authorities and work to strengthen fraud prevention has also been undertaken, including 
awareness presentations to Members at both authorities. 

While plan completion fell short of its 95% target, the performance is still considered very 
good given the long term sickness of two officers and staff turnover in year that left an officer 
and manager vacancies for half the year. 

The overall costs of the service were under budget for 2017-18. 

One officer has completed exams to qualify as a Chartered Internal Auditor and one has 
passed Level 4 AAT. 

The Quality Assurance & Improvement Programme has been reviewed and updated to better 
reflect the performance of the service. This has been approved by Members. 

 
 

2. Have there been any other, unforeseen benefits, as a result of the shared service?  

Yes    No  

 

Human Resources have found that the A&CF provide more comprehensive investigations in 
relation to disciplinary matters and as a consequence are now the first point of contact on a 
large number of disciplinary matters, both for advice and investigation.  

While not unforeseen, the resilience that the service was designed to create has been 
demonstrated by the achievement of 91% plan delivery despite the significant loss of resource 
created by staff turnover and sickness. Previously GBC’s audit team comprised of the Head of 
Audit and 2 FTE auditors; a proportionate level of sickness/turnover would likely have led to 
significantly reduced plan delivery.  
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3. Have there been any unforeseen issues or problems resulting from the shared service? 

Yes   No  

 

Issues relating to pay that were identified in the 2017 review; these being the grading of team 
leaders and the pay disparity between officers, were both addressed by a restructure of the 
service early in 2018. This saw the team leaders being regraded and the lowest paid officers 
given an increase to match their colleagues. 

Striking a balance between audit & counter fraud workloads has presented difficulties due to 
the conflicting priorities and deadlines that are created by each discipline. The differences in 
the mind-set required for each discipline have also been highlighted with feedback suggesting 
that clients can sometimes feel like they are being investigated rather than audited. Work is 
ongoing to address both these issues. 

The objective for staff to become multi-disciplinary has been hindered throughout the year. 
Audit assurance work is necessary to review the councils internal control framework and 
resource must be directed to ensure the audit workplan is delivered as this impacts on the 
councils ability to deliver the annual governance statement. The significant sickness has 
meant that staff previously employed as auditors have been utilised on assurance delivery 
due to their knowledge and experience, consequently they have been unable to progress with 
training as investigators during the year.  It is felt that this can be addressed moving forward. 

 
 

4. What has been the financial impact of the shared service on both authorities?  

Both authorities have seen budget savings from the introduction of the shared service, with 
baseline budgets being significantly reduced in comparison to 2015-16 before the service was 
launched. 

 

 

Moving forward with the shared service 
5. Based on the review that has been undertaken will the shared service continue to operate? 

Yes   No  

  

The service will continue to operate under its new structure, which has increased the amount 
of productive resource available without any increase to the overall budget. 

The introduction of an intelligence analyst will provide resource for a more pro-active 
approach to identifying fraud and in turn will hopefully lead to an increase in the value of 
savings identified. 
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6. If the shared service is to continue to operate, what are the key areas of focus for the coming 
year for both authorities? 

Key areas of focus for the coming year are as follows: 

• Delivery of the Audit & Counter Fraud Workplans for 2018-19 

• Delivery of assurance work in reduced timescales 

• Increased counter fraud activity 

 

 

 

Summary of recommendations 
There are no recommendations at this stage. 
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Performance Update: Quarter One 2018-19 (April to June 2018)

Classification: Public 
  
Key Decision: No
 

Gravesham Borough Council

Report to: Performance and Administration Committee 

Date: 17 September 2018

Reporting officer: Stuart Bobby – Director (Corporate Services)

Subject: Corporate Performance Update – Quarter One 2018-19
(April to June 2018)

Purpose and summary of report: 
To present Members of the Performance and Administration Committee with an update 
against the Performance Management Framework, as set out within the council’s Corporate 
Plan 2015-19, for Quarter One 2018-19 (April to June 2018).
 

Recommendations:

This report is for information purposes only.

1. Introduction

1.1 In October 2015 the council formally adopted its Corporate Plan for 2015-19. The 
plan sets out the council’s vision for the borough, complete with a suite of 
corporate objectives and policy commitments that will shape the council’s 
activities over the four year period.  

1.2 In order to evaluate if the council is effectively achieving against its stated policy 
commitments, and is ultimately delivering consistently high quality services, the 
council needs to have a sound performance management process in place. 
Developed by senior council officers and Cabinet portfolio holders, the council’s 
Corporate Plan presents a Performance Management Framework (PMF) that 
forms the basis of reporting corporate performance to council Members and 
residents.

2. Performance Management Process

2.1 The effective management of the council relies upon good quality and timely 
performance information on which to base informed decisions. The council’s PMF 
presents a range of performance information which includes;
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 Performance Measures (PM):  These are target-based measures 
identified and established specifically for being essential to the delivery of 
the Corporate Plan’s key objectives e.g. waste recycling rates. 

 Performance Indicators (PI): These represent important contextual 
performance information related to the Corporate Plan’s key objectives. 
PI’s are not target based as the council, whilst having influence over their 
delivery, does not directly control their outcomes e.g. crime statistics.  

2.2 Appendix Two to this report provides Members with an overview of the council’s 
performance against the Performance and Administration portfolio for Quarter 
One 2018-19 (April to June 2018).   

2.3 Information on performance over the period is presented in tabular form for all 
indicators and graphically for PMs. Where any PMs have not met their set target 
for the quarter, exception notes have been provided for review. In addition, for PIs 
the tables provide ‘direction of travel’ arrows to give Members an indication of 
progress made against the previous reporting period and the respective arrows 
are explained in the key below;

2.4 For future reference, equivalent performance reports will be presented to 
Members of the Committee on a quarterly basis.

2.5 This report is for information purposes only.

3. BACKGROUND PAPERS

3.1 There are no background papers pertaining to this report.
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IMPLICATIONS                                                                                                             APPENDIX 1 

Legal The council’s Corporate Plan is an integral part of the authority’s policy framework 
as defined by the Constitution. The new Plan will ensure the council has in place an 
effective framework to delivery its responsibilities and delivers better results for 
vulnerable local residents, with the assistance of relevant partner agencies. 

Finance and 
Value for 
Money 

There are no significant costs associated with the monitoring of the council’s 
Corporate Plan from which council activities should be based and which therefore 
should be accounted for as part of on-going financial planning processes.  

Risk 
Assessment

Implementation of a performance management framework allows the council to 
evidence how successful it is in achieving against its stated objectives, and for 
residents it provides genuine accountability in how successfully the council is 
administering its resources.   

Equality 
Impact 
Assessment

Question

a.Does the decision being made or recommended through this paper have potential 
to cause adverse impact or discriminate against different groups in the community? 
If yes, please explain answer.
N/A

b.Does the decision being made or recommended through this paper make a 
positive contribution to promoting equality? If yes, please explain answer.
N/A

In submitting this report, the Chief Officer doing so is confirming that they have 
given due regard to the equality impacts of the decision being considered, as noted 
in the table above.

Corporate 
Plan

The council’s adopted Corporate Plan sets the strategic vision and objectives for 
the authority over the 2015-19 period. This report provides Cabinet with a quarterly 
assessment of how the council is delivering against its objectives through its 
performance management framework.

All future committee reports will be presented in consideration of the new Corporate 
Plan.

Crime and 
Disorder

Community safety is an integral theme of new Corporate Plan and work by the 
council in this area, alongside its key partners, will go towards delivering corporate 
objective 1: ‘a Safer Gravesham’.

Digital and 
website 
implications

In terms of the council's performance management framework, digital implications 
are represented and assessed through the outturns relating to 'PI 49 - web self-help 
forms'. 

Safeguarding 
children and 
vulnerable 
adults

There are no implications in respect of safeguarding children and vulnerable adults.

It should be noted however, that the council's work in safeguarding children and 
vulnerable adults helps contribute towards delivering corporate objective 1: ‘a Safer 
Gravesham’ and corporate objective 2: ‘a Stronger Gravesham’.
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Corporate Plan 2015-19: Annual Performance Report (2016-17) Delivering for the Community 00
Delivering for the Community

Performance and 
Administration 
Portfolio 

Performance Report 
Q1 2018/19

P
age 23



PI 41

Q1

2017-18

Q2

2017-18

Q3

2017-18

Q4

2017-18

Q1

2018-19

Q2

2018-19

Q3

2018-19

Q4

2018-19

Outturn 64.3% 66.7% 79.8% 79.8% 72.2%

Direction 

of Travel

Percentage of internal audit recommendations implemented

Performance & Administration Portfolio: Cllr. D Shelbrooke

04 Sound & Self-sufficient

Council

"a well-run and innovative council supporting its staff to 

realise commercial opportunities whilst transforming its 

services to deliver at the best possible value for money" 

Policy Commitment 

1. Underpin all council activity with sound governance and internal control measures minimising the

     opportunities for fraud and corruption.
The team underwent a mini restructure, which resulted in a member of the team successfully being appointed as a third Team Leader. The 

vacant post left behind is yet to be filled but will be advertised shortly.  The restructure also enabled the creation of a post for an Intelligence 

Analyst, who commenced in post on 1 June and is now developing the role with a view to undertaking pro-active counter fraud work aimed at 

identifying instances of potential fraud that will then be targeted by the Audit & Counter Fraud Officers.

Audit - During the Q1, the team has finalised all reports for the remaining 2017/18 audits; good progress has also been made in relation to the 

2018/19 plan with a number of audits already having reached quality control. 

The annual report and the results of the external quality assessment for the audit service were presented to the Finance & Audit Committee in 

June, the latter being very positive. An action plan has been agreed for the recommendations received, the majority of which have already been 

actioned.  

A total of 36 recommendations were due to be implemented and as of 30 June 2017, 10 of these remained outstanding. 

Outstanding recommendations related to: 

• Enhancements to the processes for monitoring planning conditions and obligations,

• Implementation of an updated Homelessness Strategy and review of the Private Housing Enforcement Policy, 

• A review of the council’s business continuity arrangements in respect of IT, 

• Enhancements to NNDR relief applications and verification arrangements for better fraud prevention,

• Enhancements to the Private Housing Enforcement policy,

• Enhancement to arrangements to ensure completeness of 2018/19 service plans and service risk registers,

• More effective use of the council website and social media in relation to Capital Planned works,

• The use of Enforcement Officers to recover former tenant arears,

• Enhancements the management of security passes,

Progress made towards implementing outstanding recommendations is monitored on a quarterly basis, through reports to the council’s 

Management Team. Details of all recommendations agreed, implemented and outstanding are provided to the council’s Finance & Audit 

Committee as part of the quarterly and annual A&CF update reports. 

Counter Fraud – The team has commenced some pro-active activity and has focused on student exemptions for council tax. The review examined 

all student certificates supplied for exemptions to verify their legitimacy with the respective colleges and universities. A number of discrepancies 

were identified and these have progressed to investigations; the results of which will be detailed along with other cases.

Investigation Activity during Q1 has identified the following;

• £1,233 of additional council tax owed due to the removal of discounts or exemptions, plus an additional £3,294 in future years where discounts 

no longer apply.

• One person has received a civil penalty of £70

• One council property has been recovered due to non-occupation or sub-letting, representing a notional saving of £18,000 to the authority. 

Counter fraud reviews are due to take place during the year, which will focus on areas where there is thought to be significant fraud risk. These 

reviews will look at the fraud prevention measures in place, comparing them with identified best practice and making recommendations for 

improvements where appropriate. 
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PM 11

Q1

2017-18

Q2

2017-18

Q3

2017-18

Q4

2017-18

Q1

2018-19

Q2

2018-19

Q3

2018-19

Q4

2018-19

Outturn 19.1 20.5 19.6 20.2 23.4

Target 18.0 18.0 18.0 18.0 20.0

Target Met

2. Quality frontline services delivered on time and to the right people.

Exception 

Notes

The average processing times have been directly impacted by the difficulty in recruiting experienced staff to all 

available vacancies.  In seeking to address this, those successfully recruited officers are currently undergoing 

training and adverts have been placed for all remaining vacancies. Complementing the recruitment process, officers 

have been volunteering to undertake overtime to tackle the caseload and, in addition, the Corporate Change team 

has been commissioned to work with the service to review core working practices to coincide with the 

implementation of the new Citizens Access system. Officers will continue to closely monitor this area on a weekly 

basis to ensure a reduction in turnaround times.

Policy Commitment 

Revenues and Benefits update

Average time taken to process Housing Benefit / Council Tax new claims (days)

(NB: Cumulative Outturn)

The average processing times for Q1 have been directly impacted by the difficulty in recruiting experienced staff to all available 

vacancies. 

In seeking to address this, those successfully recruited officers are currently undergoing training and adverts have been placed for 

all remaining vacancies within the service. Complementing the recruitment process, officers have been volunteering to undertake 

overtime to tackle the caseload.

A further development in quarter one has seen the Corporate Change team commissioned to work with the service to review core 

working practices. All processes relating to the processing of new claims or change of circumstances will be reviewed to coincide 

with the implementation of the new Citizens Access system, itself aimed at driving efficiencies and freeing officer resource. The 

aim of reviewing and streamlining the current ways of working will be to improve processing times and, ultimately, the customer 

experience. 

Officers will continue to closely monitor this area on a weekly basis to ensure that turnaround times are progressively reducing to 

the benefit of customers.

Despite missing the set target for both PM 11 and PM 12 in quarter 1, it is worth noting that the council’s position is very much in 

line with the latest available national and county averages (2017/18), both at 22 days and 8 days respectively. 
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PM 12

Q1

2017-18

Q2

2017-18

Q3

2017-18

Q4

2017-18

Q1

2018-19

Q2

2018-19

Q3

2018-19

Q4

2018-19

Outturn 3.7 4.7 5.5 5.1 7.3

Target 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0

Target Met

Exception 

Notes

The council's Management Team continues to receive monthly updates from council services regarding the levels of outstanding 

debt across the authority.  The Corporate Debt Working Group continues to focus on addressing the overall debt levels across the 

council and looking at corporate debt solutions, with a current work stream considering the methods of payment utilised by the 

council.       

Council Tax 

The collection rate of 29.06% is slightly below what we achieved in the first quarter of 2017/18 of 29.39% however it is on target 

(29.1%).  The rate usually fluctuates from month to month on a yearly basis.

Business Rates 

The collection rate of 30.09% is slightly above what we achieved in the first quarter of 2017/18 of 29.5% which is also slightly 

above our quarterly target (29.5%).  As with Council Tax, it usually fluctuates from month to month on a yearly basis.     

HB Overpayments

Total amount of housing benefit overpayments raised was £430,384 compared with £299,856 raised in the first quarter of 

2017/18.  This represents an increase of £130,528 in the amount of debt raised.

Total amount of housing benefit overpayments recovered was £418,850 in Q1 compared with £341,154 recovered at the stage 

stage in 2017/18, representing an increase of £77,696. 

For exception note, see PM 11. 

(NB: Cumulative Outturn)

3. Work to maximise income collection through the robust management and recovery of debts owed to the

council.

Policy Commitment 

Average time taken to process Housing Benefit / Council Tax change of circumstances (days)
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PM 9 (NB: Cumulative Outturn)

Q1

2017-18

Q2

2017-18

Q3

2017-18

Q4

2017-18

Q1

2018-19

Q2

2018-19

Q3

2018-19

Q4

2018-19

Outturn 29.4% 57.0% 84.4% 97.0% 29.1%

Target 29.1% 56.5% 84.1% 97.0% 29.1%

Target Met

PM 10 (NB: Cumulative Outturn)

Q1

2017-18

Q2

2017-18

Q3

2017-18

Q4

2017-18

Q1

2018-19

Q2

2018-19

Q3

2018-19

Q4

2018-19

Outturn 29.5% 57.1% 83.2% 98.1% 30.1%

Target 29.5% 57.3% 83.6% 99.0% 29.5%

Target Met

Percentage of council tax collected

Percentage of NNDR collected

Exception 

Notes

Exception 

Notes
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PI 42

Q1

2017-18

Q2

2017-18

Q3

2017-18

Q4

2017-18

Q1

2018-19

Q2

2018-19

Q3

2018-19

Q4

2018-19

Outturn £299,856 £571,557 £699,855 £347,480 £430,384

Direction 

of Travel

PI 43

Q1

2017-18

Q2

2017-18

Q3

2017-18

Q4

2017-18

Q1

2018-19

Q2

2018-19

Q3

2018-19

Q4

2018-19

Outturn £341,154 £328,234 £341,350 £338,698 £418,850

Direction 

of Travel

PI 45

Q1

2017-18

Q2

2017-18

Q3

2017-18

Q4

2017-18

Q1

2018-19

Q2

2018-19

Q3

2018-19

Q4

2018-19

Outturn 6% 6% 6% 6% 6%

Direction 

of Travel

Total amount of housing benefit overpayments raised

Policy Commitment 

Total amount of housing benefit overpayments recovered

% of posts involved in shared services arrangements  

4. Deliver on opportunities for the sharing and selling of council services.

In June 2018, Cabinet approved the progression of a fully shared Licensing Service with Medway Council which would see 

Gravesham Borough council as the lead authority for delivery of the service. (Medway Council have undertaken a similar 

committee process to seek approval for this arrangement).

In order to progress the successful implementation of the shared service a Project Group has been formed (consisting of the 

service lead officers, IT, Legal, Finance, HR and Property Services) in order to progress the arrangement.  Monthly meetings of the 

Project Group will be held until the shared service is fully implemented.

In addition, the Licensing Manager at Gravesham BC has been undertaking an interim management role at Medway Council since 

the beginning of May, to provide managerial support to the Medway Licensing team, whilst the shared service is brought to 

fruition.  This has proven to be a very successful arrangement and the council has received positive feedback about this 

arrangement from both colleagues and Members at Medway Council.

The initial implementation date for the shared service is suggested to be 1 November 2018, although it is recognised that there is 

a need to ensure all IT considerations (such as data migration, enabling access to online forms etc.) are fully taken into account 

and implemented correctly which may result in the start date of the shared service being ‘pushed back’.  It is felt that it is critical, 

given the front line nature of the service, to ensure all customer and system related aspects of the service are working correctly, 

prior to the shared service going live to ensure a seamless transition for both Gravesham and Medway officers and customers.
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Implementation of the options resulting from the Service Review (SRT) Process have continued and an update report was 

presented to Cabinet and the Overview Scrutiny Committee in June/July 2018.  This showed that there had been further progress 

in implementing the options identified with the council delivering savings totalling £1,062,690 against a target of £1,461,870 (as 

reflected in the Medium-Term Financial Plan).  These options deliver, not only financial savings to the council, but are also driving 

efficiencies through services.

It is recognised by officers that, whilst there has been significant progress towards to target of £1.46m since the SRT options were 

approved, it is likely that the remaining balance of savings will take longer to achieve, due to the nature of the options that still 

require implementation (such as overarching system changes, commercialisation opportunities and process review activities).

5. Continuously review and adapt how we deliver our services to achieve financial efficiencies and improved 

     performance.

Policy Commitment 
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